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he had lost it, or mislaid it, for he could not find it,  which
somewhat displeases her Majesty
the earl of lincoln's contempt
When the Warden of the Fleet required the Earl of Lincoln
to pay the money judged against him or yield himself prisoner,
according to the order of the Council last week, he contemp-
tuously refused to do either Now one of the sergeants-at-anns
is despatched to charge him straightly, in the Queen's name,
to yield himself prisoner, as he will answer the contrary to
his peril
ysibjune     new plays
Since Christmas the Lord Admiral's players have played these
new plays at the Rose Owen Tudor (by Drayton, Hathway,
Munday and Wilson) , Truth's Supplication to Candlelight (by
Dekker) , The Spanish Moor** Tragedy (by Day, DeLker and
Haughton) , Damon and Pythias (by Chettle) , The Seven Wise
Masters (by Chettle, Day, Dekker and Haughton) , Ferrex and
Porrex (by Haughton) , The Golden Ass and Cupid and Psyche
(by Chettle, Day and Dekker) , Strange News out of Poland (by
Haughton and Pett) , The Blind Beggar of Bethnal Green (by
Chettle and Day) , Fair Constance of Rome (by Dekker, Drayton,
Hathway and Munday)
ist July    A grevt victory in flanders
From Flanders corneth news of a great victory of the Count
Maurice of Nassau over the Archduke Albert, which battle was
fought on Sunday the 22nd of last month It was the intention
of the Count Maurice to lay siege to Newport and to this end
to hold Oudenburgh, Brendike and Suaskirke, and the Sconce
Albertus that is upon the dunes before Ostend, but the second
day of the siege he had intelligence that the enemy was come
to Oudenburgh and that the Archduke was there himself in
person The Count therefore lest the enemy might cut off the
passage between Newport and Ostend sent the regiment of the
Scots and the regiment of the Almains to hinder their passage
by a bridge which our men had made in a drowned land be-
tween Oudenburgh and the Sconce Albertus But the enemy
had passed the bridge before the Scots could come to make good
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